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Healing with Flowers: The Power of Floral Medicine 
By Anne McIntyre 

Paperback 488 pages;  £29.99 
ISBN 9781913504793 
March 2022 

The healing power of flowers permeates every aspect of our lives. Flowers help us 
mark every event and ceremony from birth to death and bring us joy and solace 
throughout the years. They have inspired poets, authors and artists and come to 
symbolise the whole range of human experience. From exuberant red peonies to 
sweet-smelling primroses, exotic lilies and heavenly-scented roses, flowers have the 
power to reconnect us with the conscious intelligence of nature that we are a part of 

and to heal our ills in a myriad of ways. 

Healing with Flowers is Anne McIntyre’s revised and expanded edition of her previous work The Complete Floral 
Healer and it tells the story of the mythological and historical origins of flowers in healing and medicine and 
reminds us of their significance which is as powerful today as it was in ancient times. 

Beautifully illustrated with vibrant colour photographs by Julie Bruton-Seal, the book explores sixty-four flowers 
from around the world – from Yarrow (Achillea millefolium) to Heartsease (Viola tricolor) alongside chapters on 
edible flowers, growing and gathering, and distilling flowers.  Each flower entry reveals the plant’s historical and 
folkloric importance, details the modern medicinal use of the flower as a herbal remedy relating to its 
biochemical constituents, and explores its use in aromatherapy, homoeopathy and as a flower essence. 

A deeper understanding of the unique character of each flower - its story, personality and energy - is woven 
through this book and is a key resource for anyone who loves flowers, as well as gardeners and herbalists alike. 

ANNE MCINTYRE is a Fellow of the National Institute of Medical Herbalists, a Member of the Ayurvedic 
Professionals Association, and a Member of the College of Practitioners of Phytotherapy. She has been 
practising herbal medicine and Ayurveda for 40 years, and gives consultations from her practice in 
Gloucestershire. She gives evening talks and runs regular courses in herbal medicine and Ayurveda for both 
practitioners and lay people. 

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/healing-with-flowers-the-power-of-floral-medicine/95028/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/healing-with-flowers-the-power-of-floral-medicine/95028/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
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The Herbalist’s Guide to Pregnancy, Childbirth and Beyond: 
Herbal Therapeutics for the Childbearing Year 
By Carole Guyett 

Paperback 250 pages;  £24.99 
ISBN 9781912807659 
March 2022 

The Herbalist’s Guide to Pregnancy, Childbirth and Beyond is a comprehensive 
manual of holistic herbal therapeutics for pregnancy, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. It is based on the author’s experience and knowledge gained during 35 
years of clinical practice in the UK and Ireland, and is written for herbalists and 
herbal students, birth-keepers, midwives, doulas and other health professionals. 
Packed with practical examples, the book describes the author’s personal 
therapeutic approach, reflecting how herbs and a holistic approach can support 

women and their babies from the time of conception until the months following childbirth. The various stages of 
childbearing are clearly explained with details of conditions encountered in practice and the safe herbal 
treatments and supportive care that practitioners can provide. 
Throughout history, medicinal plants have played a significant role during childbearing, and the accessible and 
extensive material in this book aims to equip practitioners with the skills and confidence to continue this valuable 
age-old tradition. 

CAROLE GUYETT MNIMH trained at the School of Herbal Medicine in Tunbridge Wells, UK and has been a 
practising medical herbalist for more than 35 years. She has worked extensively in the areas of fertility, 
pregnancy, and birthing, and has 30 years’ experience of teaching obstetrics and gynaecology to herbal students 
and practitioners. Carole also practises sacred plant medicine and is qualified as a medicine woman. She lives in 
Ireland where she runs apprenticeships, workshops, and sacred ceremony. 

It’s Your Power Portal: Take Control of Your Vaginal Health 
with Herbal and Holistic Care 
By Kathie Bishop 

Paperback  210 pages;  £14.99: 
ISBN 9781913504885 
April 2022 

In this, the ‘go to’ self-help handbook for all aspects of vaginal health and ecology, 
medical herbalist Kathie Bishop draws on her passion and clinical experience of 
helping women achieve vaginal health and comfort following chronic or recurrent 
issues. 
Often a subject that causes shame, Kathie’s mission is not only to break down that 
taboo and normalise vaginal health, but also provide good solid information that 

everyone can draw on to understand and navigate this previously mysterious space. Using natural methods 
based on research, experience and tradition, this handbook aims to help in a variety of uncomfortable, but 
common, situations. 
She covers all ages of female, from neonate to post-menopausal, and the conditions commonly experienced at 
each stage, bringing in information from the newly advancing field of the vaginal microbiome mapping, as well 
as therapeutics commonly accessible to you and your family, how to find them, and the best ways to use them. 

KATHIE BISHOP is a degree qualified medical herbalist at The Wylde Herbalist and the founder of the intimate 
pleasure brand Into the Wylde. She specialises in helping women transform their vaginal health and ecology, 
inspired by her own journey and that of her clients.  In 2021 she won the Innovation in Practice Award from The 
National Institute of Medical Herbalists.

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/it/95008/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-herbalist/94455/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-herbalist/94455/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-herbalist/94455/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/it/95008/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/it/95008/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
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Inflammation, the source of chronic disease: How to treat it 
with herbs and natural healing 
By Christine Herbert 

Paperback  240 pages;  £19.99 
ISBN 9781801520171 
May 2022 

Inflammation is a major scourge of modern life and most people are affected by it 
to one extent or another. It is the underlying reason for all the major chronic 
diseases we see today and is the result of many different pathological processes 
which then result in a range of conditions from allergies, diabetes to cancer. It also 
has a big impact on mood and mental health. 

Inflammation, the Source of Chronic Disease explores chronic inflammation, which 
is unresolved inflammation that is positively damaging to the body.  This book takes a holistic approach and 
goes beyond the use of anti-inflammatory medication which only treats the result of and not the cause of 
disease, and can also become part of the problem if used long term. It explains the inflammatory processes, the 
causes and risk factors and details a wide range of chronic inflammatory diseases. It explores how to treat the 
underlying causes of the inflammation, in order to get a proper resolution and a return to health, through the use 
of diet, herbs and natural medicine. A materia medica is provided at the end of the book. 

This essential book is aimed at herbalists, naturopaths and nutritionists, but is also written in a way that is 
accessible for therapists and anyone interested in the subject. 

CHRISTINE HERBERT FAMH, DipAET, BA (Hons) qualified as a herbalist in 1997, after spending nineteen years 
in the NHS as a biomedical scientist. She retired from practice in 2019 in order to dedicate her time to sharing 
her knowledge through teaching and writing. Christine is an Honorary Fellow of the Association of Master 
Herbalists. 

Rehabilitation through Pilates: A Guide to Recovery from 
Common Musculo-Skeletal Conditions 
By Karen Pearce & Sarah Sessa 

Paperback 210 pages;  £19.99 
ISBN 9781801520027 
April 2022 

Rehabilitation Through Pilates is an essential guide to common musculo-skeletal 
conditions, all of which can be helped by Pilates exercises and is written by two 
respected Pilates instructors with years of experience in rehabilitation. This essential 
book details not only remedial exercises for each of the common conditions but also 

provides a detailed anatomy and pathology breakdown for each. 

The first part of the book outlines the basic principles of Pilates. Next it explores the conditions found in the 
lumbar, spine, neck, shoulder, pelvis and hip, and knee and lower leg and also postural disfunction. Remedial 
exercises are detailed for each of these in the third part. 

KAREN PEARCE trained as a Pilates Instructor in 2000, after a career as a professional ballet dancer, and is also 
qualified to teach matwork and machines. She has a particular interest in rehabilitation Pilates. 

SARAH SESSA is a physiotherapist and Pilates Instructor. She qualified as a physiotherapist from University 
College London in 1995 and went on to specialise in neuro-rehabiliation, oncology and palliative care.

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/inflammation-the-source-of-chronic-disease-how-to-treat-it-with-herbs-and-natural-healing/95096/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/inflammation-the-source-of-chronic-disease-how-to-treat-it-with-herbs-and-natural-healing/95096/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/rehabilitation-through-pilates-a-guide-to-recovery-from-common-musculo-skeletal-conditions/95076/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/rehabilitation-through-pilates-a-guide-to-recovery-from-common-musculo-skeletal-conditions/95076/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/inflammation-the-source-of-chronic-disease-how-to-treat-it-with-herbs-and-natural-healing/95096/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/inflammation-the-source-of-chronic-disease-how-to-treat-it-with-herbs-and-natural-healing/95096/
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The Phytotherapy Desk Reference 
By Michael Thomsen 

Spiral bound 200 pages;  £29.99 
ISBN 9781801520010 
March 2022 

This updated and expanded 6th edition of The Phytotherapy Desk Reference is a 
reliable and popular desk reference for the busy herbalist. With some fascinating 
new herb additions, this book contains precise descriptions for a total of 233 of the 
most used herbs in Western Herbal Medicine.  

Within its pages, this book allows practitioners quick access to several reliable 
therapeutic actions and indications for each herb, with the information organised to 

be an extremely accessible and valuable clinical tool. Each herb also has a short 
monograph with the primary active constituents, the qualities of the herbs, known drug interactions and any 
caution or contradictions, as well as the recommended dosage for liquid intake. This desk reference is also a 
valuable tool for students, with its concise information and easy access when studying. 

Designed for ease of use in a busy practise, this book is also wire-bound so it stays open on the correct page. 
Popular with both students and practitioners, users can instantly locate indications, therapeutic actions and herb-
drug interactions whilst with a patient.  

MICHAEL THOMSEN is a Naturopath and Herbalist with over 30 years’ experience. Originally from Denmark, 
Michael completed studies in Naturopathy and Herbal Medicine in Sydney, graduating in 1986. He has a Master 
of Science, from the Graduate School of Integrative Medicine, Swinburne University and is currently completing 
a PhD at Sydney University Medical School. 

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-phytotherapy-desk-reference/95075/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-phytotherapy-desk-reference/95075/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
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Honouring the Loss: A Holistic Guide to Healing with Ritual 
and Herbal Medicine after an Abortion   
By India Elyn 

Paperback  165 pages;  £16.99 
ISBN 9781913504823 
January 2022 

Many women go through at least one in their lifetime, yet in our society abortion still 
remains a taboo subject. As lucky as we are in the UK to be able to have safe 
abortions, the nature of medical care has meant that while the process is quick and 
efficient, minimal thought that has gone into the aftermath. How has it affected our 
bodies? Is it acceptable to grieve? How can we honour the loss? 

Honouring the Loss is a guide that covers a whole spectrum of time; whether you are about to have an abortion 
or had one many years ago, there are specific exercises, meditations, herbs and rituals for each stage of this 
journey. 

Woven throughout is the wisdom of herbal medicine; as you discover which herbs to take for common physical 
or emotional imbalances, as well as learning how to make your own herbal teas, tinctures and oils to empower 
your journey back to health. 

Rituals offer the chance to transform any emotions or feelings in a way of beauty, as they open a new doorway 
that leads you to a place of peace and acceptance for all you have been through. 

INDIA ELYN studied herbal medicine for four years as an apprentice and was immersed into the world of plant 
spirits, ceremony and herbal medicine. After a decade of sitting in circle with women and experiencing the 
transformations that can occur when we hold compassionate space for each other, India was inspired to create 
this book as a place for women to connect with their wombs, feel supported and honour their experience of 
abortion. 

Spiritual Herbalism: The Magic and Medicine of the Plants  
By Josh Williams 

Paperback  276 pages;  £19.99 
ISBN 9781801520140 
January 2022 

Spiritual Herbalism unlocks the powerful, magical, and transformative gifts of the 
plant world and invites you to engage in a reciprocal relationship with our green 
allies and their medicine. 

Over many years of teaching, Josh Williams has watched students develop 
incredibly potent relationships with plants, creating change that is healing, visionary, 
awakening and restorative.  

The book offers many tools and insights along the path of this exploration, 
presenting new perspectives on the virtues of herbs and how we might relate to them as medicine for the soul, 
as well as the body. Chapters encompass the breadth of spiritual herbalism including its history, the systems of 
synergy in the body, along with rituals, ceremonies, recipes, guidance for harvesting, making and taking herbal 
medicine – and detailed explorations of the spiritual nature of 19 herbs including yarrow, rose, hawthorn and 
elder. Written for trained herbalists and student alike, Spiritual Herbalism opens up the possibility of stepping 
into a sacred space where the personality and potency of each herb unfolds in magic and deep medicine. 

JOSH WILLIAMS runs a successful clinical practice and herbal apothecary near Salt Lake City, USA. He is an 
inspired and dedicated teacher of spiritual herbalism with over 20 years of experience, having himself studied 
under many celebrated herbal elders including Paul Beyerl, Kami McBride, Michael Tierra, and KP Khalsa.

http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/honouring-the-loss-a-holistic-guide-to-healing-with-ritual-and-herbal-medicine-after-an-abortion/94989/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/honouring-the-loss-a-holistic-guide-to-healing-with-ritual-and-herbal-medicine-after-an-abortion/94989/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/spiritual-herbalism-the-magic-and-medicine-of-the-plants/95094/
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The Practicing Herbalist: Meeting with Clients - Reading the 
Body - Fourth Edition 
By Margi Flint 

Hardback 579 pages; £135.00 - EXCLUSIVE TO OUR WEBSITE 
ISBN 9781913274467 
March 2022 

A treasure trove of valuable information and a fascinating distillation of the wisdom 
that Margi Flint has gained during her practice as a herbalist of almost 50 years, in 
the theory and practice of running a thriving herbal business. 
“With all the skill of a master alchemist, Margi weaves together her years of 
experience as an herbal practitioner with the best of the teachings and the teachers 

she’s studied with. She stirs in just the right amount of honey, a bit of sass, and a 
healthy dollop of humor to bring us one of the most eminently useful books on herbal practice available today. 
There’s so much wisdom here, so much depth, and so much practical information distilled into these remarkably 
interesting pages.”  Rosemary Gladstar, Herbalist and Author 
“What a great accumulation of vital observation and herbal tidbits! In addition, I see it as a very useful reference 
for practicing herbalists searching for specific information on facial, tongue, and pulse conformation. A good 
guide on how to sort information from the client intake.” Gail Julian, Herbalist Director Clinical Herbalist Training 
Program California School of Herbal Studies.  Not available to US and Canadian customers. 

MARGI FLINT owns and operates EarthSong Herbals, a busy family practice and clinic in the seacoast town of 
Marblehead, Massachusetts. Over these forty-plus years of herbal practice she has become their “Village 
Herbalist” with years of teaching advanced clinical studies in the states, Canada and the United Kingdom. The 
plants and her clients are her most revered teachers. 

Ancient Wisdom for Westerners: A Short Introduction to 
Tibetan Medicine 
By Marilyn Magazin 

Paperback 164 pages;  £12.99 
ISBN 9781913504960 
April 2022 

Ancient Wisdom for Westerners offers a clear and practical introduction to the 
ancient and profound Buddhist medical tradition and philosophy of Tibetan 
medicine.  This holistic system has proven over centuries to be extremely effective 
and complementary to modern Western medicine, especially for chronic diseases. 

Ancient Wisdom for Westerners explores the origins of Tibetan medicine and 
outlines Tibetan Buddhist terms. It offers explanations to the primary causes and conditions that give rise to 
sickness, how to avoid and treat them, and how to prevent them from reoccurring. It explains how the three 
subtle energies of Tibetan medicine are responsible for all bodily functions and gives examples of how nutrition 
and behaviour are conducive to good health. It also details accurate diagnostic methods, some of which are 
particularly useful for babies and small children. 

DR MARILYN MAGAZIN has worked in scientific and medical research for forty years. She has a Chemistry 
degree from the University of Kentucky and a doctoral degree in Molecular Biology from the University of 
Geneva. Thirty years ago she encountered Tibetan medicine which she then studied with Jacques Haesaert, a 
French naturopath and Tibetan medical doctor. She then went on to co-editing and translating his teachings and 
consultations from French to English. Dr Magazin also studied for three years with Dr Lobsang Shrestha. 

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-practicing-herbalist-meeting-with-clients-reading-the-body-fourth-edition/95141/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-practicing-herbalist-meeting-with-clients-reading-the-body-fourth-edition/95141/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-practicing-herbalist-meeting-with-clients-reading-the-body-fourth-edition/95141/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-practicing-herbalist-meeting-with-clients-reading-the-body-fourth-edition/95141/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/ancient-wisdom-for-westerners-a-short-introduction-to-tibetan-medicine/95071/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/ancient-wisdom-for-westerners-a-short-introduction-to-tibetan-medicine/95071/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
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300 Herbs: Their Indications and Their Contraindications 
By Matthew Alfs 

Paperback 224 pages;  £19.99 

EXCLUSIVE TO OUR WEBSITE 

ISBN 9781913274436 
March 2022 

300 Herbs by Matthew Alfs is a key reference for any practitioners or students of 
herbal medicine. The first half of this foundational text alphabetically lists and 
describes 300 different herbs, from Achillia to Zingiber. This is followed by specific 
indications and contradictions, referencing back to the appropriate herbs. It also 
includes extensive introductions, glossary and bibliography.  

Not available to US and Canadian customers. 

MATTHEW ALFS is a life-long student of both nature and health, but his formal education took place at Wild 
Rose College of Natural Healing and the American Academy of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine. He has 
been a clinical herbalist since 1997 and has seen over 10,000 different patients since that time.

http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/300-herbs-their-indications-and-their-contraindications/95138/
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RECENT HEALTH BESTSELLERS

ISBN 9781912807239  £22.95 ISBN 9781912807246  £39.99 ISBN 9781912807055  £22.50

ISBN 9781912807116  £35.00 ISBN 9781912807222  £35.00 ISBN 9781913504724  £24.99

ISBN 9781912807109  £29.99 ISBN 9781913504731  £24.99 ISBN 9781912807611  £14.99

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/functional-herbal-therapy-a-modern-paradigm-for-clinicians/94093/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-cbd-handbook-using-and-understanding-cbd-and-medical-cannabis/94396/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-tree-dispensary-the-uses-history-and-herbalism-of-exotic-trees/94976/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-tree-dispensary-the-uses-history-and-herbalism-of-native-european-trees/94973/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/native-healers-foundations-in-western-herbal-medicine/93838/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/self-sufficient-herbalism-a-guide-to-growing-gathering-and-processing-herbs-for-medicinal-use/93701/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-humoral-herbal-a-practical-guide-to-the-western-energetic-system-of-health-lifestyle-and-herbs/93719/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/herbal-medicine-and-reproductive-health-natural-approaches-to-male-and-female-reproductive-health-problems-and-improving-fertility/94021/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/wild-apothecary-reclaiming-plant-medicine-for-all/94092/
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The Litany of the Tree of Life: In the Tradition of The 
Druidical Order of the Golden Dawn 
By John Michael Greer 

Paperback  100 pages;  £12.99: 
ISBN 9781913504946 
March 2022 

The Litany of the Tree of Life is intended for daily use as an alternative to the form 
of discursive meditation taught in the knowledge lectures of the Order of the 
Golden Dawn, and specifically for those who are engaged in intensive study of the 
Cabalistic Tree of Life. It may also be found suitable for practice on a more 
occasional basis, such as once per week, as a helpful addition to the regular 
meditations taught by the Order. 

A litany such as this falls somewhere in the space between ritual and meditation. Like 
a meditation, it works primarily with consciousness rather than with the subtle energies directed in magic; like 
magic, it is in some sense a performance, in which performer and audience are one. Meditative attention on the 
symbols and concepts is important for the litany to have its proper effect, but so are the vocal and performative 
dimensions that give magic its power. Regular practice will teach each initiate to find a personally appropriate 
balance between these themes. 

JOHN MICHAEL GREER is the award-winning author of more than fifty books. An initiate in Freemasonry, the 
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, and the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids, Greer served as the Grand 
Archdruid of the Ancient Order of Druids in America (AODA) for twelve years. He lives in Rhode Island with his 
wife Sara. Greer is also the author of eleven fantasy and science fiction novels and ten nonfiction books. 

The Occult Philosophy Workbook: A One Year Course in the 
Secret Wisdom 
By John Michael Greer 

Paperback 244 pages;  £14.99 
ISBN 9781801520119 
April 2022 

The Occult Philosophy Workbook is a must-have introduction to the concepts and 
teachings of contemporary Western occultism and can be read as an 
accompaniment to Greer’s previous book, The Way of the Golden Section. 

This thought-provoking book was not written simply to be read cover-to-cover in 
one sitting. It is instead a stimulating and well-crafted raw material for occult studies 

and readers are encouraged to read the 52 lessons across an entire year. Throughout the book, students will be 
taught through four in-depth and engaging modules: ‘The Planes of Being’, ‘Spiritual Evolution’ ‘Cycles of Life 
and Death’ and ‘The Way of Occultism’ and will exit the year with a solid foundation in occultism, preparing 
them for more advanced future study. 

The Occult Philosophy Workbook intends to train and stimulate the mind, opening it up to unfamiliar ways of 
thinking through various new techniques and challenges, such as discursive meditation, awareness exercises and 
affirmation. 

JOHN MICHAEL GREER is the award-winning author of more than fifty books. An initiate in Freemasonry, the 
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, and the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids, Greer served as the Grand 
Archdruid of the Ancient Order of Druids in America (AODA) for twelve years. He lives in Rhode Island with his 
wife Sara. Greer is also the author of eleven fantasy and science fiction novels and ten nonfiction books.

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-occult-philosophy-workbook-a-one-year-course-in-the-secret-wisdom/95089/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-litany-of-the-tree-of-life-in-the-tradition-of-the-druidical-order-of-the-golden-dawn/95060/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-litany-of-the-tree-of-life-in-the-tradition-of-the-druidical-order-of-the-golden-dawn/95060/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-occult-philosophy-workbook-a-one-year-course-in-the-secret-wisdom/95089/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-occult-philosophy-workbook-a-one-year-course-in-the-secret-wisdom/95089/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-litany-of-the-tree-of-life-in-the-tradition-of-the-druidical-order-of-the-golden-dawn/95060/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
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The Keys to the Temple: Unlocking Dion Fortune’s Mystical 
Qabalah through Her Occult Novels 
By Penny Billington and Ian Rees 

Paperback  254 pages;  £22.50 
ISBN 9781801520270 
April 2022 

Dion Fortune’s esoteric novels were written as guides to magic and inner 
development to be used along with her great nonfiction work The Mystical 
Qabalah. This book shows how to work with her most popular fictions, exploring 
how the stories and characters can help you integrate the secrets of the Tree of 
Life and discover what Fortune called “the keys to the temple.” 

Authors Penny Billington and Ian Rees show how to use Fortune’s brilliant insights 
to gain a direct sense of being present in your body, master the art of the embodied imagination, discover your 
vitality, and open up to the clarity and love that arise from the root of your being. With an exploration of 
Fortune’s writings, experiential practices, and a hands-on workbook section, you will learn to utilise the wealth of 
esoteric wisdom found in 'The Mystical Qabalah’, 'The Goat-Foot God’, 'The Sea Priestess’, ''The Winged Bull, 
and 'Moon Magic’. 

PENNY BILLINGTON is a Druid speaker and author and is active in the Order of Bards, Ovates & Druids, having 
edited their magazine, Touchstone, for many years. She regularly runs workshops, organises rituals, and lectures. 

IAN REES is a psycho-spiritual psychotherapist and has practised as a therapist for twenty years. He designed 
MA programs and taught at the Karuna Institute in Devon for 10 years. Since 2009 he has concentrated on 
developing and presenting workshops for the Annwn Foundation. 

Celebrating the Male Mysteries: Revised and Extended 
Edition 
By  R J Stewart 

Paperback 200 pages;  £16.99 
ISBN 9781801520096 
September 2022 

Celebrating the Male Mysteries is an exploration of the innate stages of male 
development and potential, with roots found firmly within the Western Esoteric 
tradition. It describes a series of methods, techniques and hands-on practical work 
for changing – primarily male – consciousness. The techniques and their forms offer 
a contemporary way for men to initiate deep inner changes, using means that have 

stood for centuries within the esoteric traditions. 

This revised and expanded new edition has been written with the technical, fast-paced - and often illusory - 
world of the 21st century in mind. Therefore, the in-depth exploration in the book offer fascinating techniques 
and insights into the transformation of consciousness and associated energies of vital forces, bringing to light 
some of the secret methods of spiritual and sacromagical initiation which may have become previously obsolete 
or forgotten. Similarly expanded are discussions on polarity and gender in biology and the subtle bodies. 

ROBERT JOHN STEWART was born in Edinburgh, Scotland. His father came from a Gaelic speaking family 
originally from the Western Highlands. His mother was Welsh, from a Welsh speaking family from the Gower 
Peninsula in South Wales, with a tradition of singing and playing the Welsh triple-harp. He is known today as a 
composer, author, and teacher, with 40 books in publication, translated into many languages worldwide. He is 
widely experienced in theatre, film, and television, and is a skilled performer and presenter.

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-keys-to-the-temple/95108/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-keys-to-the-temple/95108/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/celebrating-the-male-mysteries-revised-and-extended-edition/95087/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/celebrating-the-male-mysteries-revised-and-extended-edition/95087/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-keys-to-the-temple/95108/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/celebrating-the-male-mysteries-revised-and-extended-edition/95087/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
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Magical Tarot of the Golden Dawn Deck 
By Pat Zalewski and David Sledzinksi 

78 cards and booklet;  £29.99 
ISBN 9781913504151 
April 2022 

The Magical Tarot of the Golden Dawn Deck comprises 78 fully illustrated tarot 
cards and an instruction booklet, based on the Hermetic Order Golden Dawn tarot 
lectures. This coloured deck of tarot cards is intended as a companion to The 
Magical Tarot of the Golden Dawn book. 

The colouring used in this Golden Dawn/Stella Matutina tarot deck is unique and is 
based on the four sets of Golden Dawn colour scales. A comparative study 
between the current Regardie/Wang deck and the classic Magical Tarot of the 

Golden Dawn deck will reveal a large difference in the colouring, especially in the in the minor arcana, where the 
Wang deck does not use the four colour scales.  

PAT ZALEWSKI was born in Brisbane, Australia, in 1948 and has a Master of Philosophy in History from James 
Cook University in Cairns and is the author of 12 books on the Golden Dawn. After reading and practicing the 
Golden Dawn for a number of years, he and Chris Zalewski went to Havelock North and met with members of 
the then recently closed Whare Ra temple in 1980. On a second trip he met artists Skip Dudchus and David 
Sledzinski and worked out the details of redrawing the Whare Ra deck for the Magical Tarot of the Golden Dawn 
book. In 1999 Zalewski returned to Australia to live and settle in tropical Cairns. 

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/magical-tarot-of-the-golden-dawn-deck/95007/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/magical-tarot-of-the-golden-dawn-deck/95007/
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RECENT SPIRIT BESTSELLERS

ISBN 9781911597100  £39.99 ISBN 9781913504663  £19.99 ISBN 9781913504762  £29.99

ISBN 9781912807192  £24.99 ISBN 9781911597209  £18.99 ISBN 9781912807727  £24.99

ISBN 9781912807697  £18.99 ISBN 9781913504588  £22.50ISBN 9781911597650  £16.99

https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/a-quest-for-wisdom-inspiring-purpose-on-the-path-of-life/94979/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-sacred-geometry-oracle-book-and-card-deck/93979/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-hand-reveals-a-complete-guide-to-cheiromancy-the-western-tradition-of-handreading-revised-and-expanded-fourth-edition/94500/
http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/traditional-western-herbal-medicine-as-above-so-below/93246/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/monsters-an-investigators-guide-to-magical-beings-third-edition-/95067/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/mastering-the-core-teachings-of-the-buddha-an-unusually-hardcore-dharma-book-revised-and-expanded-edition/40590/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/health-in-theory-and-practice-circling-the-square/93464/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/breaking-open-finding-a-way-through-spiritual-emergency/94497/
https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk/product/the-way-of-the-golden-section-a-manual-of-occult-training/94937/


Special offers & news! 

Don’t forget to sign up to our weekly newsletter 
for special discounts, free online author events, 
news about upcoming books and much more… 

Visit our www.aeonbooks.co.uk and select Sign 
Up 

To keep up to date with our latest stories, follow 
us at: 

Health 
Instagram @aeonbooks_herbal 
Facebook @AeonBooks 
Twitter @AeonBooks 

Spirit 
Instagram @aeonbooks_spirit 
Facebook @AeonBooksSpirit 
Twitter @AeonBooksSpirit 

http://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
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